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SOMEGUESTSAT THE BANQUETOF BLOSSOMS.*
BY F. J. A. MORRIS, TRINITY COLLEGE SCHOOL, PORT HOPE, ONT.

In 1905, my first season of collecting, I went over to England at the

end of June on a botany trip. I had already begun to watch for beetles

on blossoms before leaving Canada, though my chief hunting-ground had

been the bark of trees. In England I knew that the latter game-preserve

was practically out of the question, as timber is far more scarce, and nearly

all the woods are kept too clean for fallen timber to lie or wood to rot.

If I meant to do any beetle-hunting, it must be by some other method,

and I naturally made up my mind to combine hobbies by carrying a

collecting-bottle out with me on my daily botanical rounds.

My first stay was on a small estate in Chislehurst, Kent. Here, in

this garden within a garden, while wandering through a wood of hazel and

oak I came on a large clump of tall umbellifers in full bloom. I knew

already from Fowler's and other books that such blossoms were a favourite

haunt of certain beetles, and I made my way cautiously along a hedge of

rhododendrons towards the clump. As I did so, there rose from between

my feet a dark brown hawk-like bird, that flew up into my face and hovered

for some moments in front of me ;
it was a nightjar, the famous goat-

sucker of popular superstition, menacing, but powerless to fulfil a threat,

being, indeed, cousin-german to our night-hawk and whip-poor-will, with

all the furtive movements and ghostly silence of the creatures that fly

abroad by night and hawk beneath the light of the moon. Like the night-

hawk, it builds no nest, but there among the round flint pebbles by an oak

lay its pair of eggs.

When first I got to the clump of flowering plants and scanned their

broad white discs of blossom, among numerous diptera and hymenoptera,

nothing was to be seen except a few butterflies, but presently I saw a large

black and yellow Longicorn settle on an umbel some distance off. On

approaching I found two of the beetles feeding and succeeded in catching
one in my hand. They were very active, as quick as sunflies and almost

as wary, so that capture was far from easy. I managed, however, to get a

*Read at the Annual Meeting- of the Entomological Society of Ontario,
Guelph, Nov. 4, 1909.
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second specimen some time after. They proved to be Strangalia armata;
later on in the season I captured in North Wales a pair of Strangalia

me/anura, one on a composite, the other on a small umbellifer ;
and in

Somerset, on the slopes of the Quantocks, I captured the more rare Stran-

galia quadrifasciata, sunning itself on a hazel leaf. The genus Strangalia
is closely related to the Leptura, and, like that genus, with its near allies

frequents blossoms. So far I have not found any in Canada, though seme

species are, I believe, not uncommon, l'rom the wood I passed into the

kitchen garden, for I remembered a bed of orpine or livelong (Seilum

telephium) where, 25 years ago, I could be sure of some Red Admirals

( Pyrameis atalanta) and an occasional Peacock ( Vanessa io), but alas !

King Orpine's days were numbered, and Salpiglossis and Montbretia

reigned in his stead. However, I spied a bed of asparagus and went over

to review its rank.-;. I soon found that ladybirds were glutting themselves

on a small dark grub about the foliage ;
it was probably the grub of the

asparagus beetle ( Crioceris asparagi), for I found a number of the mature

insects on the leaves. Though very small, this beetle is extremely beau-

tiful when alive, the vertical lines and cross bars which appear black in

cabinet specimens being of a rich dark green in the living insect. It has a

curious habit when alarmed of thrusting its antenna? straight forward in

front of the head and remaining motionless like a pointer ;
this habit is

found in not a few of the Chrysomelians, as in some of the Longicorns,

notably the Saperdas. I saw no trace of the 12-spotted species (Crioceris

12-piinctata) ; indeed, at the time 1 did not know it occurred in Great

Britain
;

but in September, 1907, I found both species on some asparagus

in the late Dr. Brodie's garden in Toronto, and the last two years I have

found the latter species abundant in Port Hope. In Dr. Bethune's day,

I understand, it had not yet appeared there.

During the rest of my stay in England I did not do much collecting,

as the month of August forms a sort of interregnum in insect activity be-

tween the early and the late broods. But I returned to Canada fully

determined to prosecute my search among Mowers and foliage in the coming
season. I knew, of course, that I should thereby restrict my captures

mostly to two or three families of beetles —the Scarabs, Longicorns and

Chrysomelians, but from some such form of amateur specialism I was not

at all averse.

Accordingly, from early April in the spring of 1906, I was out and

about whenever I got the chance. It was not till May that my efforts met

with much reward. A species of (Edemeris that frequents the dogtooth
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violet was almost the only capture. 1 had been told that a somewhat

rare Longicorn was to be met with on the blossom of the trillium, but my
informant could not tell me its name, nor did patient search in trilliums

yield me any specimen of this family. About the 20th of May, however,

blossomed the earjy elder, and though I wasted a great deal of time over

elder clumps growing far away from woodlands, I did at last, by good

luck, direct my steps to some growing on the edge of a wood about four

miles north of the school. Here I found a new species of Scarab,

leaden-gray in colour, though disguised for the nonce in a light yellow

coat of pollen, with which it was thickly dusted over
;

it had long crooked

hind legs that looked too clumsy to be of much use to their owner, and

were, indeed, trailed along after it when it crawled. It was the male of

Hoplia tri/asciaia, and I found it abundant for two or three weeks on the

early elder, the choke-cherry and the hawthorn
;

at first only the males

were to be found, but about a week later the females became common
;

these at first I took for a distinct species, as they are very different in

colour, yellowish-white, with three irregular bands of brown across the

back
;

on the hawthorn, however, where the female was in preponderance,

I more than once found a pair. The same mistake appears to have made

its way into print, and the two sexes were at one time assigned to distinct

species, the male figuring as Hoplia tristis, and the female as Hoplia

trifasciata. I found also on this clump of elder a few specimens of one

of our earliest Lepturas, L. ruficollis ; and, by way of a new illustration to

the old adage that "it never rains but it pours," three specimens of what

at first I took to be an ant, till on looking closer I saw the straight line

down the back formed by the suture of the wing-covers and the gracefully

curving antennae that mark the Longicorn beetle. It was quite new to me,

and my fellow-collector, though several seasons older than I, had nothing

like it in his collection. There was nothing specially remarkable about

its colour, which was blackish or dark gray, relieved by some transverse

pencilled lines of white, and it was only y§ of an inch in length, but there

was an elegance of form and outline that made it long a favourite in my
little collection. This enthusiasm in a grown man doubtless seems absurd

to the uninitiated, and I must admit, somewhat ruefully, that I found my-
self an object of pity rather than envy when I "talked beetles" to a brother

of mine who has misspent the last 20 years of his life tiger-hunting in

Madras and bagging lions in Rhodesia, in fact, generally making ducks

and drakes of all his golden opportunities to collect rare Longicorns from

tropical blossoms.
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In the identification of this insect occurred an episode that I hope
Dr. Bethune will pardon me for introducing here. At the close of this

season of 1906 I purchased a copy of LeConte i\; Horn's key to the genera
of N. A. Coleoptera. I'-y a somewhat rough process of elimination I had

decided my beetle belonged somewhere in the tribe C/yti/ii, whose most

familiar representative is probably the famous sugar-maple borer,

Plagionotus speciosus. LeConk & I bun's book made it probable that in

the third group of this tribe, the Amiglypti, it would find its place. This

group contains four genera, Microclytus, Cyrtopkorus, Tillomorpha and

Euderces. Only one of these genera was at all known to me, and that

from a single species ( Euderces picipes) somewhat resembling the subject

of my examination. 1 found first of all that the beetle I was trying to

place had no ivory marks on the elytra, which put Euderces out of the

question ;
the eyes were oblique and emarginate instead of round, which

excluded Tillomorplia; it must be either Microclytus or Cyrtopkorus, and

the book gave one no choice, for in Microclytus the second joint of the

antenna was equal to the fourth, while in Cyrtopkorus the second joint

was much shorter, as it obviously was in my specimens. My fellow-

collector had already sent a box of unidentified specimens to Guelph to

be named, and when they came back I was naturally eager to learn the

result. To my chagrin I found my little favourite christened Microclytus

gazellula. This so mystified me that at last I wrote to Dr. Bethune,

explaining the quandary I was in. To my great relief I got an immediate

reply, that the beetle sent him had been identified from a cabinet speci-

men named by an older collector. LeConte & Horn were right, my beetle

was Cyrtopkorus verrucosus, as were those in the Guelph cabinet, though
hitherto wrongly named.

I have examined a number of cabinets, and in none of them yet have
I found more than an odd specimen of this beetle, nor have I met a

Coleopterist who had captured it, except accidentally, as it were. But on
the blossoms of the early elder, still more those of hawthorn, sometimes of

choke-cherry, dogwood, spiked maple, viburnum and New Jersey tea, from

the middle of May till early in July. I have found it abundant. It is then

replaced by its near relation, Euderces picipes, which frequents blossoms

all Jul}-, especially those of New Jersey tea and milkweed, though often

met with also on certain of the rosacea; and composites. It closely re-

sembles Cyrtopkorus, though considerably smaller and not so elegant in

form : on the side of each elytron is a transverse white band, technically
termed an ivory vitta

;
in the first specimens captured I did not recognize

a new kind till I took them out of the killing-bottle.
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This finding of a new species acts as a great incentive to the collector;

not merely through the stimulus and encouragement of filling gaps in his

cabinet, but through the interest and education of comparing closely-allied

species and genera, and gradually following out the relationship of distinct

tribes as the series of intermediate forms grows more and more continuous;

thus retracing, as if were, the steps of natural evolution. It was, I know, a

great encouragement to me to find the wide gap between, say, the

Cyllenes and the Lepturas being gradually filled in and the various

stages of the transition emerging, so to say, from the unknown. I believe

it was the consequent redoubled efforts made by my fellow collector and

myself the next season, more than mere luck, that brought us an interesting

discovery in the middle of June. On a certain Sunday morning I

captured on spiked maple a specimen of an ant-like beetle, obviously

belonging to the Anaglypti group, but neither Cyrtophorus verrucosus

nor Euderces picipes, and in the afternoon of the same day on hawthorn my
friend captured a specimen of an ant-like beetle neither Cyrtophorus verru-

cosus nor Euderces picipes. Neither of us noticed his discovery till we came

to turn out the contents of our killing-bottles on returning home. Stranger

still, the new species we had captured, when we came to compare notes,

proved different from one another. By a close examination of my friend's

capture, I found he had at last got a genuine specimen of Microclytus

gazellula. My capture has not yet been identified, but it may be referred

almost certainly to the genus Cyrtophorus.

I have been led into something of a digression here, and for purposes

of this paper I may remind you that we are in the month of May, and

searching for beetle guests on the blossoms of the early elder. Through
the middle of the wood where I made these first discoveries flows a small

stream that has eaten out for itself quite a deep ravine through the lime-

stone clay and marl. About ioo yards up this glen grows a large shrub

of early elder that opens about the end of May ;
on its blossoms we got

several more of the Leptura ruficollis, but nothing new that season. In

1907, however, while my fellow collector was examining the blossoms, he

spied a new Longicorn, of which he captured three specimens, and a day
or two later, from the same shrub I managed to get two. Though there

were several other elder bushes in the wood, we have found this beetle

on none of them, only on this one tree, and it has yielded us from three

to five specimens every season since. As far as our experience goes, the

beetle is active from the end of May till nearly the end of June. In

1907, from another locality I took two specimens on dogwood blossom
;
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in 1908 I got three or four specimens on dogwood and on the thimble-

berry, and in the season just over we both saw specimens feeding on

hawthorn blossoms. It is the Pachyta monticola, a very pretty insect with

pale yellow elytra, boldly marked with black or deep crimson. This

genus is closely related to the Lepturas, but broader across at the base

of the elytra, and thicker through t he sternum; its thorax, too, instead of

being rounded at the sides, is armed with an excrescence known to

Coleopterists as a "process." In 1907 and 1908 I succeeded in capturing
a few specimens of two more species of /'achy/a, smaller than monticola,

and inconspicuous in colour, black, or black with dark brown streaks

on the wing-covers. They were taken late in June, feeding on the

blossom of a dogwood. And with every fresh discovery I swelled with

pride as I found myself getting more and more intimate with this royal

family among beetles, the Longicorns.

With the passing of May the early elder came to an end, but before

it was over the hawthorns began to bloom all over the neighbourhood.

Our first field of investigation was a field, an extensive pasture bordered

on one side by a wood of pine, beech and maple. At first I went all

about the farther end of the field wherever the snowy mass of a hawthorn

bush in full bVoom drew me, but I soon found that it was only near the

wood that my search was rewarded
;

the first captures were a couple of

Scarabs called Trichius piger^ a beetle looking very much like a small

bumblebee and extremely active
;

it is abundant on blossoms from early

in June till the middle of July, and may be found on a great variety of

Mowers. Then I got my first specimen of Dichelonycha ebngata, another

Scarab, which is particularly fond of basswood foliage, and becomes some

seasons a veritable plague. Finally I came to hawthorns on the border of

the wood, and here I found several Longicorns feeding. Among them

three Lepturas that were new to me, Leptura pubera, L. mutabilis and

L. vibex, of the last two only a single specimen. About the same date I

paid a visit to the wood four miles away, to see what guests the hawthorns

there were entertaining. On one bush at the edge of the wood I found

both sexes of Hoplia tri/asciata plentiful, two or three specimens of

Dichelonycha, and a lot of Leptura ruficollis and Cyrtophorus verrucosus ;

and besides these a new insect that at first I passed over for a fly, till the

long antenna? betrayed it
;

these in the female were about the length

of the body, in the male twice as long ;
it was the more easily mistaken

for a fly in that its wing-covers were reduced to a mere pair of epaulets or

shoulder pads. It proved to be the Longicom Mclorchus bimaculatus,
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and was very abundant throughout June on several sorts of blossom.

On another bush at the edge of the wood I found a regular colony of

Chrysomelians busy in the blossoms. I sent three of these to Guelph,

where they were identified as varieties of Orsodacna atra ; in June, 1907,

I found the same beetle on hawthorn blossom at Lakefield, and I have

taken it also on viburnum
;

in no case did I find the normal form of O.

atra, though a few of my specimens approximated very closely to it.

A curious feature about the hawthorn and its guests is that some

shrubs apparently as favourably situated as others and in full bloom, were

deserted and others crowded. It may prove that some species attract

beetles and others do not
; Gray's New Manual enumerates 65 species of

hawthorn in^N. A., while in Sargent's Monograph on the Crataegus in

some parts of Ontario alone (as published in last year's Wellington F. N.

Bulletin), no less than 95 species are distinguished. The results of closer

determination in the species of plant hosts might prove interesting.

An encouraging thing about this sort of collecting is that seasons vary

in the maturing of both hosts and guests, so that often you will find species

frequenting blossoms that the year before they did not visit, and some-

times you will come across an entirely new insect. Two seasons ago, for

instance, early in June, we found a strange beetle abundant on dogwood ;

it proved to be Callimoxys, a first cousin of Molorchus ,• in this genus the

wing-covers are not short as in Molorchus, but awl-shaped, so that the inner

margins do not lie together in a straight line. Again this last season I

made a new find on hawthorn in the shape of a small oak-pruner

( Elaphidion). Much, too, may result from search in a new neighbour-

hood ;
in 1906 1 found scores of Lebia fur cat a (a small Carab of the

Bombardier group) feeding on golden-rod about the margin of a swamp at

Lanark, and last July I captured two fine specimens of the large blister beetle,

Pomphopoca Sayi, in Muskoka, upon nannyberry ( Viburnum lentago).

When the hawthorn began to bloom in 1907, I went eagerly back to

work my claims, for the bloom of a hawthorn lasts barely a week, and

seems to attract insects for only a day or two. I had already ruled out

the shrubs growing in the open ;
so I went first to the edge of the wood,

but this faced west, and was exposed to a chilly wind. There was nothing

to be found, and I followed the gleam of hawthorn north across some

stump lands to a large wood
; skirting its west and north border, I came

presently to a stretch of low swampy ground that penetrated the wood in

a southerly direction, and was entirely out of the wind. It was thickly

grown with dogwood and spiked maple, both of which were in the prime
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of their bloom, and in full sunshine. The number of insects feeding on

the blossoms was astonishing ;
in an hour or two I must have captured

several hundred beetles. Besides Z. ruficollis (with its variety spharicollis),

L. vibcx was plentiful, and so was Z. mutabilis, whose name now for the

first time became clear to me, both forms being abundant, the light brown

and the dark gray ;
I found also a very small Leptura that was new to

me (Z. subargentata), and the beetle, Encyclops coerulea ; there were also

a few specimens of C. verrucosus, and it was then that I got my unidentified

species of Cyrtophorus. There were, of course, other families of beetles
;

in particular, Klaters, of which I captured four new species, one of which

I have never seen except on spiked maple, the head and thorax dark

brown, ending in a reddish-brown base, the elytra yellow-green, tipped

with dark brown. On the same blossom in another locality I have taken

three more Elaters, Corymbites hieroglyphicus, C. propola, and a third

species not yet identified, prettily marked with dark wavy lines across the

wing-covers ;
besides these, yet another Leptura ( L. 6-maculata). Z.

-<ibex seems fairly to revel in. these moist woody hollows, and later on in

the same place on blick elder I found Z. liueola abundant. It is

evidently addicted to black elder, and partial to moist woodlands.

As June drew to its close we extended our search to the south slope

of a long ridge of high land, some 6 miles north of P. H. On this

slope grew the New Jersey tea, and as there were many groves of standing

timber, as well as berry patches and thickets of small trees and shrubs, we

felt confident that we should make some finds. Our first visit to this

place (which we dubbed " the Rocky Mountains"; found the New Jersey

tea still some days short of blossoming, but there was dogwood in bloom

on the slopes, and almost the first bush we visited brought us three or

four new beetles, among them Gaurotes cyauipeunis, of the Lepturoid

group, a stout, robust beetle, resembling in form Pachyta mon/icola, very

handsome and of a brilliant dark green hue, and Z. capitata, a beetle we

at first took for ruficollis, but more tapering in outline, and with head

crimson as well as thorax.

With the first days of July, along the southern slope of our local

Rocky Mountains the New Jersey tea and late elder expanded to the sun,

and the whole hillside became a revel of insect life. The delicate

fragrance of the New Jersey tea would no doubt at any time attract

guests to its dainty white clusters, but coming, as its blossoms do, jump
with the height of insect activity, and in the most glorious weather of the

year, the sun blazing through a breathless atmosphere, the number and
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variety of guests swarming to the feast were almost beyond belief. Some-

times an altercation would arise, when some blundering glutton (like

Bombus or Trichius) tried to elbow his way into a blossom where there

was no longer standing room. But " with them," as Wordsworth points

out,
" no strife can' last."

" For why ?—because the good old rule

" Sufficeth them —the ancient plan
" That they should get who have the power

"And they should keep who can,"

—and the weakest go to the wall.

Among the many new species we met with in these happy hunting-

grounds were several members of the group Clyti, between the Cyllenes and

the Anaglypti; of this group we found an occasional specimen oiXylotrechus

colonus, and a small Neoclytns, while Clytanthns ruricola was abundant.

In the Lepturoid group we took many specimens of a genus we had not

found at all before, Typocerus, of which we met with three distinct species,

one black ( T. Ingubris), one black and yellow, banded like a wasp ( T.

sparsus), and a third mottled with patches of straw-colour and reddish-

brown ( T. velutinus).

In midsummer heat insects seem to grow nervously alert and restless,

and we found the Typocerus often defied capture ; they would hover at a

blossom without settling, like miniature humming birds, their tiny wings

fanning with marvellous velocity, while their flight from one point to

another was of the swiftest. A small beetle in flight is never conspicuous,

and some of them when they settle on a blossom seem to have stepped
out of the infinite, and when they take to flight again they pass away into a

4th dimension, as though, like Wordworth's skylark, they too enjoyed a
"

privacy of glorious light," but one that needed no soaring to gain.

More than once we found with birds of this feather that one in the hand

was by no means worth two in the bush
;

there proved many a slip

between the cup of one's closed first and the lip of the cyanide bottle.

To the Lepturas themselves, already a long list, we added L. sub-

hamata, zebra, vagans, proxima, biforis, vittata, Canadensis, and three

species, at least, unidentified. Of these, proxima and subhamata seem to

prefer the elder, and Canadensis the milkweed. In the same neighbour-

hood, from the heart of a dogrose I flushed an Oberea bimacnlata, and from

plants of the wild bergamot, with its sweet fragrance and delicate lavender

blossoms, a whole covey of some smaller Oberea that I have not yet
identified. I say "flushed" advisedly, for in the first instance I did not
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bag my bird
; indeed, I chased it for two years before I caught it (the

species, that is, not the individual). It is a small insect, of very narrow

outline, and black in colour; when flying it is almost invisible, only the

practised eye can make out a minute and swiftly-moving shadow. You
will get some idea of the hunter's difficulties when I .say that I found it

fatal to wink the eye while marking its flight; the creature simply disap-

peared like the skylark at the last point of vision. For one thing, it has

a dodging flight, like that of a snipe, and to make its assurance of escape

doubly sure it never settles on the upper side of a leaf, but always under-

neath. Even then it is seldom off its guard ;
if you cast so much as a

shadow, it is off like a trout in a pool. I tell you there was rejoicing in

the camp, if not feasting, when 1 came home with the scalp of Oberca

bimaculata at my belt.

But in so fair a scene as the Port Hope Rocky Mountains, disap-

pointments cast but a passing shadow. The place was a perfect Paradise

of flowers, and as we wandered in sunshine beneath the vaulted blue, over

beds of New Jersey tea, through thickets of raspberry and thimbleberry,

among brackens and orange lilies, by fences festooned with grapevine and

smothered in dogrose, everywhere a riot of blossom and insect life —Nature

transfigured with the glory of the July sun, we thought of the wonderful

interdependence of all living things on earth, and felt —I hope I may
say it without irreverence —that it was good to be there.

" Such life there, through such lengths of hours,
' Such miracles performed in play,

" Such primal naked forms of flowers,
,; Such letting Nature have her way

" While Heaven looks from its towers !"

THE FAMILY NAMELYG.LID.L.

Dr. Bergroth (Can. Entom., Nov., p. 405) seems to think that Mr.

Kirkaldy has shown that Lygieus is a Coreid. I do not consider that he

has shown it at all. Kirkaldy states in the "Kniomologist," 1899 and

1900, that Fabricius, in 1794, fixed the types of Lygceus, Coreus, etc.

Fabricius does not fix nor indicate any types whiteverin these genera, all

containing many specie-. No type was indicated until 1801, when

Lamarck, Systeme Anim., p. 294. says : "Corps oblong, un peu etroit

(Ligsei, Fabr ). Cimex equestris, Lin. Ligaus equestris, Fab." Equcstris
was an originally-included species, and therefore is the type. This leaves

Lygceus as it is in the Leth, and Severin Catalogue.
—N. Bank^.


